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Measured Velocity Boundary Layers in Turbulent Convection
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Direct measurements of the velocity boundary layer in turbulent convection have been carrie
using a novel light scattering technique. The experiment reveals that the velocity profileyhszd as
a function of the distancez from the lower surface of a convection cell has an invariant fo
yhszd  ymfszydyd over varying Rayleigh numbers (Ra). It is found that the scaling velocityym,
the viscous boundary layer thicknessdy, and the shear rateg all obey power laws of Ra, i.e.,
ym , Ra0.5, dy , Ra20.16, andg , Ra0.66. [S0031-9007(96)00765-X]

PACS numbers: 47.27.Te, 05.40.+ j, 42.25.–p
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The discovery of the hard turbulence regime [1]
Rayleigh-Bénard convection has attracted much atten
in recent years [2]. The hard turbulence state at
Rayleigh number Ra. 4 3 107 is characterized by sca
ing laws in the heat flux and temperature statistics
also by a coherent large-scale circulation that spans
height of the convection cell. It has been widely reco
nized that the thermal and viscous boundary layers n
the upper and lower surfaces of the cell play an imp
tant role in determining the heat flux and temperat
statistics [3–5]. Direct measurements of the bound
layer properties, therefore, become essential to the un
standing of convective turbulence. In contrast to ma
thermal boundary layer measurements [3,4,6], howe
experimental information about viscous boundary lay
in turbulent convection is limited. The lack of the v
locity information is partially due to the fact that th
conventional methods for measuring velocity, such as
wire anemometry and laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV
are not suitable for thermal turbulence. Recently, Tilg
et al. have used an imaging technique to measure the
locity profile near the top plate of a cubic cell filled wi
water [6]. Because of the cumbersome procedure of
method, the velocity measurements were conducted
at a single value of Ras.109d.

In this Letter we report results of direct measureme
of the velocity boundary layer properties for turbule
convection in water with Ra ranging from 108 to 1010.
A novel light scattering technique of dual-beam cro
correlation spectroscopy [7] is used to measure
velocity profileyszd as a function of the distancez from
the lower surface of the cell. In the experiment tw
parallel laser beams with a known separationl are shone
through the convecting fluid. The two beams are
blue and green lights from an argon-ion laser opera
under the multiline mode. The fluid is seeded w
neutrally buoyant latex spheres of0.95 mm in diameter.
These particles scatter light and follow the motion of
fluid. The velocity of the seed particles is determin
0031-9007y96y77(7)y1266(4)$10.00
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by measuring the time required for the particles to cr
the two parallel beams in succession. Experimenta
this transit time is obtained from the cross-correlati
function

gcstd 
kIbst0dIgst0 1 tdl

kIbst0dl kIgst0dl
 1 1 bGcstd , (1)

between the scattered intensities,Ibstd andIgstd, from the
blue and green beams, respectively. In Eq. (1),bs# 1d
is an instrumental constant. Because there is no ph
coherence betweenIb and Ig, gcstd is sensitive only
to the scattering amplitude fluctuations produced by
seed particles moving in and out of the laser bea
For a uniform flow with the velocityy in the direction
perpendicular to the laser beams,Gcstd in Eq. (1) has the
form [7] Gcstd 

1
N e2fsyt2,dyr0g2

,wherer0 is the radius of
the beams andN is the average number of the particl
in the scattering volumes. For a turbulent flowGcstd
becomes [7]

Gcstd 
1
N

Z
dy Psyde2fsyt2,dyr0g2


e2sy0t2,d2yfr2

0 12sstd2g

N
p

1 1 2sstyr0d2
. (2)

In the above, the probability density function (PDF)Psyd
of the local velocity y has been assumed to be of
Gaussian form withy0 being the mean velocity an
s the standard deviation. Because it can distingu
which of the two parallel beams a seed particle traver
first, the dual-beam method is sensitive to the flo
direction.

The convection cell used in our experiment was verti
cylinder with its inner diameter and height being 19 a
19.6 cm, respectively. The upper and lower plates w
made of copper, and their surfaces were gold pla
The sidewall of the cell was cylindrical ring made
transparent Plexiglas to admit the incident light a
transmit the scattered light. The temperature of the up
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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plate was regulated by passing cold water throug
cooling chamber fitted on the top of the plate. The low
plate was heated uniformly at a constant rate with
embedded film heater. The temperature differenceDT
between the two plates was measured by two thermis
embedded in the plates. The control parameter in
experiment is the Rayleigh number Ra agh3DTynk,
with a being the thermal expansion coefficient,g the
gravitational acceleration,h the height of the cell, andn
andk the kinematic viscosity and the thermal diffusivi
of the fluid, respectively. Our measurements of
Nusselt number Nu (the normalized heat flux) as
function Ra can be well fitted by the power law Nu
s0.14 6 0.01dRa0.2960.004, when 108 # Ra # 2 3 1010.
The measured scaling exponent agrees well with prev
measurements [1,3,8].

The optical setup of the experiment has been deta
elsewhere [7], and here we only mention some key poi
A lens was used to focus the two laser beams emer
from a prism into the convection cell. The two beam
become parallel after passing through the lens, and
were horizontally shone through the center of the c
A second lens was placed at 90± with respect to the
incident direction of the beams, and projected the im
of the scattered beams in the cell onto an adjusta
slit with a 1:1 magnification. The width of the slit wa
set at 0.3 mm. The slit was so positioned that o
the center portion of the scattered beams was see
two photomultipliers (PM), which were placed far behi
the slit. Aided by a beam splitter and two interferen
filters, the two PM’s were used to recordIbstd and
Igstd, respectively. The output pulse trains from the t
PM’s were fed to a digital correlator, which givesgcstd.
Because the acceptance angle of the receiving optic
large enough, small amplitude beam wandering in
convecting fluid will not affect the measurement ofgcstd.
The entire convection cell sat on a rotation-translatio
platform, with which one could rotate the cell about
central vertical axis to change the direction of the lar
scale flow relative to the incident laser beams. The
could also be moved vertically to change the distancz
between the beams and the lower surface of the cell.
orientation of the plane defined by the two beams w
adjusted to be either parallel or perpendicular to the lo
surface, so that the horizontal and vertical component
the velocity could be measured, respectively. The be
separationl was fixed at0.22 6 0.01 mm.

Figure 1 shows two cross-correlation functions m
sured simultaneously at Ra 1.8 3 109, with the
correlator being operated under the “dual-cross” mo
The circles represent a “green-cross-blue” (GCB) co
lation function kIgst0dIbst0 1 tdl, in which the measured
Igstd was delayed relative toIbstd. The squares rep
resent a “blue-cross-green” (BCG) correlation funct
kIbst0dIgst0 1 tdl. In this measurement the two beam
were oriented such that only the horizontal velocityyh di-
rectly above the center of the lower plate atz  3.0 mm
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FIG. 1. Measured GCB (circles) and BCG (squares) cro
correlation functions gcstd at Ra 1.82 3 109 and z 
3.0 mm. The solid curve is a fit by Eq. (2).

was measured. The cell was also rotated about its cen
vertical axis so that a maximum value ofyh was achieved.
It is seen from Fig. 1 that the measured GCB is a sin
peaked function, whereas the BCG is approximately z
at all delay times (the BCG shows a slight hump at t
noise level, and it is too small to be resolved). Figure
can be understood as follows. Because the seed part
first pass the green and then the blue beams, delayingIgstd
with a time interval equal to that for the particle to cro
the two laser beams will give a nonzero intensity produ
kIgst0dIbst0 1 tdl. For other delay times the average
the intensity product is zero, since the delay time does
match the beam crossing time. Obviously, for the sa
flow direction, BCG is zero becauseIbstd is delayed in a
wrong direction. The solid curve in Fig. 1 shows the
to Eq. (2) with y0  0.89 cmys ands  0.3 cmys. It
is found that the measuredGcstd at different values ofz
and Ra can all be well fitted by Eq. (2). Figure 1 th
suggests thatyh is essentially unidirectional near th
boundary, and its PDFPsyd is of Gaussian form.
Gaussian-like velocity PDF’s have also been found in
central region of the cell [9]. The vertical velocityyy is
also measured near the boundary at various Ra. Wi
the sensitivity of the technique, we findyy to be negligi-
ble. This confirms a previous observation [6] that ne
the boundary,yh is the dominant component of the loca
velocity.

We now discussyhszd at various Ra. Figure 2(a
shows the measuredyhszd at Ra 9.24 3 108. The
values of yhszd were obtained by fitting the measure
Gcstd by Eq. (2). It is seen thatyhszd increases with
z for small values ofz. After it reaches the maximum
valueym, yhszd decays whenz is further increased toward
the cell centersz  9.8 cmd. Note thatyhszd in Fig. 2(a)
does not decay to zero at the cell center. This is beca
Gcstd measures the particle velocity only in one directio
and like many other time-of-flight velocimeters, the dua
1267
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FIG. 2. (a) Measured horizontal velocityyhszd as a function
of the distancez from the bottom plate at Ra 9.24 3 108.
(b) Scaled horizontal velocity profileyhszdyym as a function
of zydy for four values of Ra:2.86 3 108 (circles), 9.24 3
108 (squares),3.6 3 109 (triangles), and9.34 3 109 (inverted
triangles).

beam method has a low-velocity cutoffyc. Below yc

the seed particles will have an increasing probability
change their direction of motion (due to Brownian a
turbulent diffusion) during their flight between the tw
laser beams. As a result, the particles may never c
the two parallel beams in succession and their mo
will not be registered byGcstd. For out experimenta
setup, yc is small s,0.2yhd near the boundary, but
becomes significant at the cell center where the m
velocity y0  0. Because of the velocity cutoff, th
measuredGcstd at the cell center only samples larg
velocity fluctuations (rare events), and small veloc
fluctuations (the most probable events) are left out. T
explains why at the cell center it took a much long
time to accumulateGcstd with good statistics. In fact
as we move the beams toward the cell center, the B
gradually changes its functional form into a singly peak
function similar to the GCB shown in Fig. 1. In th
central region the measured GCB and BCG beco
identical, indicating that the flow velocity fluctuate
symmetrically in two opposite directions. From the abo
discussion, it becomes clear that the dual-beam me
works best wheny0 is much larger than the standa
deviations (e.g.,y0 $ 3s). The velocity boundary laye
measurements reported in this Letter were all condu
under this ideal condition. It is found that wheny0 $ 3s,
the fitted values ofyhszd from Eq. (2) are very close to
those determined directly from the peak position of
measuredGcstd.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the measuredyhszd near the
boundary can be well described by a linear function
z with a zero intercept (nonslip boundary condition). T
slope of the linear function is the shear rateg. The
1268
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thicknessdy of the viscous boundary layer is define
as the distance at which the extrapolation of the lin
part of yhszd equals ym, or simply dy  ymyg. It
is found that the measured velocity profilesyhszd for
different Ra can all be brought into coincidence, on
the velocityyhszd is scaled byym and the distancez is
scaled bydy. The plot of yhszdyym vs zydy is found
to remain invariant, and onlyym and dy change with
Ra. Figure 2(b) shows typicalyhszdyym as a function
of zydy for four values of Ra. The scaling behavior
the measuredyhszdyym suggests that the law of the wa
[10] applies to the velocity boundary layers in turbule
convection. However, there is a significant differen
between thermal turbulence in a closed cell and turbule
in open flow systems such as in a pipe. As discus
in the above, the mean velocity in the core region
turbulent convection is zero, whereas in most open fl
systems this velocity reaches maximum. The fact that
nonzero mean velocity is confined mainly in the near-w
region suggests that the size of the large-scale circula
(i.e., the cell heighth) cannot be used as a seco
length scale much larger thandy for the asymptotic
analysis [10] of the velocity boundary layers in turbule
convection. As a result, there is little range for the inert
sublayer, in which the velocity profile is of logarithm
form [10].

We now examine the Ra dependence of the cha
teristic quantities for the boundary layer:ym, g, and
dy. The circles in Fig. 3 represent the measuredym

as a function of Ra. The data are well described
ym  s3.1 6 0.7d 3 1025Ra0.5060.01 cmys (upper solid
line). If the Peclet number Pesymhykd is chosen as
a dimensionless velocity, we find from Fig. 3 that Pe
0.4Ra0.5. To understand the spatial structure of the flo
field, we compare our velocity measurements with th
near the sidewall of a cell far away from the upper a
the lower plates [11]. The measured velocity near
sidewall is found to obey a power law of Ra, and t
obtained exponent and amplitude are very close to
measuredymsRad near the boundary. With these tw
local measurements we conclude that the measuredym

is the speed of the large-scale circulation that swe
over the surfaces of the cell and shears the ther
boundary layers [2]. Figure 2 clearly shows that th
large-scale circulation is confined mainly in the near-w
region and has a width of,5dy, within which the ve-
locity is approximately a constant. The direction of t
circulation is found to remain unchanged during the m
surements over the entire range of Ra. The power
behavior of the measuredymsRad could be explained if
one assumes thatym is proportional to the free-fall ve
locity yf . saghDT d1y2 . 1.9 3 1024Ra1y2 cmys. The
fact that the measuredym has a smaller amplitude tha
yf can be attributed to the dissipations in the real syst
In Fig. 3 we also plot the standard deviationsmsRad for
ym (squares). The values ofsm were obtained by fit-
ting the measuredGcstd by Eq. (2). The lower solid line
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FIG. 3. Measured maximum horizontal velocityym (circles)
and its standard deviationsm (squares) as a function of Ra
The solid lines are the power law fits.

represents the fitsm  s7 6 4d 3 1026Ra0.5060.04 cmys.
Figure 3 thus reveals that, for the large-scale circu
tion, the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean
smyym . 22% and is independent of Ra. The measu
power law exponent forsmsRad is close to that found a
the cell center [9].

Figure 4(a) shows the measured shear rateg as a
function of Ra. The data are well described byg 
s2.6 6 0.5d 3 1026Ra0.6660.01 s21 (solid line). With the
measuredgsRad and Nu(Ra), we find Nu, g0.44. This
result does not support the scaling relation Nu, g1y3,
which was suggested by a recent model [5]. In
model yh was assumed to be independent of the h
zontal coordinates, and a temperature boundary la
equation was obtained by further neglecting the te
perature derivatives with respect to the horizontal
ordinates. Recently, Ching [12] pointed out that t
calculated temperature derivatives from the solution
the model are not small near the boundary, and th
fore they cannot be ignored in the boundary layer eq
tion. Figure 4(b) shows the measureddy as a function
of Ra (circles). The upper solid line represents the
dy  s10 6 2dRa2s0.1660.02d cm. This result is consisten
with the calculateddysRad f ymsRadygsRadg directly
from the measuredym and g. It is seen thatdy decays
smoothly as Ra20.16, and we did not observe any abru
changes, as suggested by a recent temperature exper
[6]. In that experiment, a cutoff frequency from the te
perature power spectrum was used to deduce the vis
boundary layer thickness indirectly. A recent direct n
merical simulation of high-Ra convection also repor
that no abrupt changes were observed in the scalin
the dissipation cutoffs [13]. In Fig. 4(b) we also plot t
thermal boundary layer thicknessdth (squares), which is
obtained from the measured Nu using the well-tested
lation dth  hy2Nu [6]. This thickness is well describe
by dth  70.0Ra20.29 cm (lower solid line). As shown in
Fig. 4(b), the thermal boundary layer is nested within
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FIG. 4. (a) Measured shear rateg versus Ra. The soli
line shows the power law fitg  2.6 3 1026Ra0.66. (b)
Measured viscous (circles) and thermal (squares) boun
layer thicknesses versus Ra. The solid lines represent the p
law fits dy  10Ra20.16 cm anddth  70.0Ra20.29 cm.

viscous boundary layer in our working range of Ra
Clearly, if the current trend fordysRad and dthsRad con-
tinues, the viscous and thermal boundary layers w
not crossover at higher Ra.
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